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§ 1. Introduction

We have investigated finite topological spaces and those simplicial structures in
●

[1] and [2]. In [2] we have adopted the concept, called eigen values, which was

important for the characterization of finite T｡-spaces. Moreover, in [1] we have

showed that there is an equivalent correspondence that associates with each finite To-
●

space a space called a partially polytopes.

In this note we shall consider applications of the conception. We shall state that

for a space called a quasi polytope the eigen values also may be defined, and we shall

●                                                      ●

consider to extend each, quasi polytope to a partially polytope indued it.

●

§2. Quasi polytopes.

●    ●

In an Euclidean space EN, a set of properly joined open simplexes is said to be a

quasi simplicial complex here (see [1]).

The geometric carrier of a star-finite quasi simplicial complex K is called a quasi

polytope and is denoted by the symbol ¥K¥. But, in this note quasi complexes and quasi

polytopes shall always be assumed to be finite quasi complexes and finite quase

polytopes, respectively.

A topological space X that is homeomorphic to a quasi polytope ¥K¥ is called a

triangulated space and the quasi complex K is a triangulation of the space X. Next, let

A be a quasi simplicial complex, then a set

Cl(K)- {s¥ヨq∈K: s<可

is, a simplicial complex, which is said to be induced by K.

Definition 1. Let/: K-L be a mapping of a quasi simplicial complex Z to a quasi

simplicial complex L. Then / is simplicial if there is simplical mappingf｡ : CUE)-Gl(L)

such that f-fo¥K.

Definition 2. Two quasi simplicial complexes K and L are said to be isomorpmc

each other if there is a bijective simplicial mapping甲of one onto the other such that

●

the inverse mapping P- also is simplicial, and in such a case we denote by K-L･
●
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Evidently we have

K-L⇒1*1dlILZ.

A triangulation K of a quasi polytope X is said to be minimal if the cardinality of K
●

is minimum in the cardinalities of all triangulations of X.
●

From now on, we shall consider only quasi polytopes satisfying the following

property:ゲK and L are two minimal triangulations of such a quasi polytope X, then K
烏クL.

Now, let X be a quasi polytope, K be a minimal trangulation of X, and K- be the
●

set of vertices belonging to Cl{K). Set

A-- {ォ!,サ,, -,ォ*} I

and

K-{al?a2?�"�".,at] ,

and for K we define a (k, I) matrix A-[a{j] as follows:

dij-1 if v{<';>　　　　　　　　　　,

= 0 otherwse.

Such a matrix is said to be a p-matrix of K.

Definition 3. Let X be a quasi polytope, K be a minimal triangulation of X,

and A be a ^p-matrix of K. Then the characteristic polynomialf(x) of ^4^4′ that is,

/(*)-匝蝣E-<　′l

is the polynomial of the space X. And the eigen values of AA′ is said to be the eigen values

of the space X.

In a matrix AA′-[cij]> cij is the number of open simplexes belonging to K

which have vertices v{ and vj as their faces. Because of

k

oi}- ∑ airajr,
γ-1

and

aira,jr-1⇔(air-1 and a;>-1)⇔(vi<o> and vj<ar).

The following theorem results easily from the matrix theory.
●

Theorem 1. Let X be a quasipolytope and K be a minimal triangulation ofX. Then

the eigen values of X have the following properties :

(1) the number of the eigen values is equal to the number of vertices of open simplexes
●

belonging to K¥

(2) each eigen value is a non-negative real number]

(3)がthere are rational roots, they are non-negative integers.

Proof. For (1), let A be a ^-matrix of K, and suppose that the number of open

simplexes belonging to K is n. Then AAl is a (n, n) square matrix, whence (1) implies.

For (2), AA′ is a non-negative Hermition matrix. Hence each eigen value is a
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non-negative real number.

For (3), the polynomial of X is

f(x)- ¥xE-AA'¥ -xn- - +トl)n¥AA′I

and iff(x)-O has rational roots, then they are non-negative integers, since ¥AA′ is a

non-negative integer.

Here, we shall show the eigen values or the characteristic polynomials of simple
●

spaces.

(1) The eigen values of the n-closed ball are n+1 integers:

2w-i,2w-i, -, 2M-i, (n+2)2"-i

In fact, a minimal triangulation of the n-closed ball is the closure Kx of a ^-simplex.

Let Ax be a ^-matrix of Kv and set iil^ii-[cfv]. Each c(j is the number of open simplex

belongiog to K, then
●

cii-tiPo+n@l+ 'f'+n@n-%"
and for i=4=j

●

oij-(n-i)Co+u-i)Ci+ -　+( -1)^*-　-2サーi,

where桝Cr is the total number of combinations of m elements taken r elements at a

time. Hence

^1^1 - ~2n

oサ　　2サーi

2サーi

thatis,thediagonalelementsareall2n,andtheotherelementsareall2M-1.Sothatthe

eigenvaluesofthespaceare●

2ォーi)2ォーi,�"�"-,2*-1,(n+2)2"-i.

(2)Theeigenvaluesofn-openballaren+1integers:

0,0,...,n+l

Infact,aminimaltriangulationofaw-openballisaquasisimplicalcomplexK2consist-

ingofonew-opensimplex.LetA望beaw-matrix,thenelementsofA望Aoareall1.

Hencetheeigenvaluesaren-¥-lelements,0,0,-�"�",0,n-f-1.

(3)Theeigenvaluesofthe(n｣)-splierearen+1integerswhicharethedifference

between(1)and(2).

2サーi,2*-i,-,2"-i,(サ+2)2"-i-(サ+l).

Infact,aminimaltriangulationofa(n｣)-sphereisclearlyK3-Kx-K2.Now,let

A3beap-matrixofK%andsettingA^A'
z-¥pij¥,

ei}-2サーl,

cij-2n-l-1(fori幸j),
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sothatAsA'
3-^AIA'
1-A2A^Hence,theeigenvaluesaren+1elements,2M-1,2*-1,-,2"-1,(n+2)2n-1-(n+l).

(4)TheeigenvaluesoftheTorusare7.elements,

10,10,-,10,31

(5)TheeigenvaluesoftheMobiusbandare6elements,

5,5,-,5,23.

(6)Theeigenvaluesoftheprojectiveplaneare6elements,

8,8,-,8,26.

§3.Regularizationofquasipolytopes.

AfinitequasicomplexKissaidtobean-paruallysimplicialcomplexifKsatisfies●

thefollowingconditions:●

(1)ifa,丁∈K,dim(anr)-&,thenaset{り∈K¥i]<anT}hask-¥-lelements,

(2)letK-bethesetofverticesofopensimplexesbelongingtoK,thenK-hasn

elements.

Thegeometriccarrierofapartiallysimplicialcomplexiscalledapartially

polytope.Thereexistsanequivalentcorrespondencethatassignstoeachpartially

polytopea丘nite孤-space.

Here,foreachquasipolytopeweshallconsideraminimaldimensionalpartially●

polytopewhichwillbecalledaregularization.

Now,letXbeaquasipolytope,KbeaminimaltriangulationofX,andK-bea●

setofverticesbelongingtoCl(K).Set

K-:{al9a29-,<*/}>

and
∫

｣サー蝣{サ!,ォ丑,-,ォ*}�"

Forvタ∈K-,let

Vタ- ¥vi∈K¥ot>vp} 3.1

and put

211- {Fl!F2) -, vk].

Then we define an ordering on Tl as follows: Vi<Vj if and only if (1) or (2) implies,

i　7*幸F,and Vi⊂Yj;

(2)ア-Vjandi<j.

Next,for a2∈

3.2)

Wj- ∩ tV,∈Tl¥Vr∋a-}　　　　　　　　　　(3.3)

where, if there is more than two elements of (3.1) which are equal to Wp then Wj is

de丘ned to be the smallest element of them wi也respected to the ordering (3.2). Here,

putting
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T-2¥ ∪ {Wx,W2,---,Wl},

we define an ordering on T as follows: for Uu U2∈ T such that Z7,幸Uz, Ut<U2 if and

●

only if (1) or (2) or (3) below, implies

(1) Ui, U2∈Tr and t7x<?72 with respected to (3.2);

(2) Uh U2¢Tt and TJ^⊂U2;

(3) one is m Tl9 say Ul∈Tx and the other is not, say U2¢T,, and U,⊂U2 under

the comments of (3.3).

Then (T, ≦) is a partially ordered set, so that a､ finite jT0-space is defined on X. If

L(T) is tlie simplical presentation of T (see [1]), then g-IL(T)| is said to be a

regularization of X

Moreover, if to each Uタ声T we assign an simplex

●

8-(tU∈T¥U>UタD

and consider the collection K of such simplexes, then we have

K-L(T)

(see [1]). Especially for ay∈　let

8i-(tU∈T¥U>Wi]).
●

Given any quasi simplicial complex M, we may define an ordering < on M by

αqT⇔α>丁,

then (M, <¥) is a partially ordered set. So the finite T｡-space is defined on M and is

denoted by F(M). Then we define <f>: !′M¥-+F(M) as follows: if xe¥M¥, then there is

auniquesimplexa∈　suchthat x∈a. Soput

<｣M-a-

Then <f> is a weak homotopy equivalence (see [1]).

Now a mapping/: Cl(K) - Cl(K) is defined ､as follows: if T∈Cl(K), 7-(ォ>iサV -Vm),

then let/(r) be an open simplex constructed by vertices

{V,,V,,  1㌔)U tU∈ri3c∈K:a<r, U<<?}　′
■

Then we have

(a) /(サ,�")- F,- (t-1,2, -,*);

(b) f(oj)-9, U-l,2, -,1);

(c) / is injective;
(3.4)

(d) a<rォ>/(ォ,)</(T).

In fact, (a) and (b) follow im甲ediately from the definition.

For (c), if a,丁∈CUE),幸r, then we may assume that there is vi∈KO占uch that

vt<T and v:≪a. Clearly Ui<f(a), and while, if peK, p<a, then v{<〔o? so that

Ui≪声by也e definition of声(p∈K). Hence Uf≪/(or), thus/(r)辛/(")�"
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For(d),or<r-*f(v)<f(r)followsfromthedefinitionof/.Theconversefollows

fromtheproofof(c).

Next,defineh:K-Kbyh-f'¥k9thena<r⇒h(cr)<h(r),hencehisaquasisim-

plicialmapping.●

LetCl{K^)andCl(Kァ)befirstsubdivisionsofCl(K)andCl(K),respectively.And

k-ckkj-Cl(K^)isdefinedasfollows:for(6(rx)b{72)-b(Tm))∈GUKj)(whereb(Tj)

isthebarycenterofr;),let

f(くb(Ti)Hr2)-b(T桝)))-(HfiMu)-b(1仇))

whereす,-/(7,-).Thenfrom(3.4)/!isbijectiveand/1?/x-1aresimplicial,sothat

CKKJ**UCl{K)).-

Next,thefirstbarycentricsubdivisionMlofaquasisimplicialcomplexMisdefined

by

*!-{(Kn)-6(r,))∈CUKJlr^<TJ･,TJ･∈K),

Now,definehx¥Kx-CliKJbyA1-/1|JSTl,thenhx{Kx)⊂Kx.Because,if(a(Tl)-

6(r,))∈KxthenT<�"�"�"<TandTj∈K.Sofrom(3.4),ず1<-くすandす,･∈K,hence

(6(rl)...6(t,)>∈Kxthus¥{Kx)⊂KvFrom(3.4)

K^UKJ.

ThereforeJ^:¥KxI→¥Kx¥isanembedding.

Theorem2.LetXbeaquasipolytope,度bearegularizationofX,andK,Kbe

minimaltriangulationX,X,respectively,andleth:K-Kbeacanonicalquasisimpli-●

cialmappingdefinedbyh-f¥Jc.Thenhinducesthesimplidalmappinghx¥Kx->Kx

whichsatisfythefollowingconditions:

(1)^:Z-IKII→X-I-KJisanembedding]

(2)h:F(K)→F(K)isanembeddingsuchthath(F(K))isdenseinF(K);

(3)le月:¥K¥^FIK)and｣:IKf-F(K)betwouleaJchomotopyequivalencedefined

astheabove,thenho≠-foh.

Proof.(1)hasbeenalreadyproved.

For(2),ofh:K-K,

oi<ojoA(a.)<h{oj).

Hence,ofh:F(K)→F(K).

･*iD><*j⇔h(a{)>h(aj).

ThushisahomeomorphismofF(K)tof(F(K)).Ontheotherhand,usingtheprevious

symbols,ifT∈F(Kトh(F(K)),thenfromthedefinitionofKthereisyi∈Txsuchthat

T-(tU∈T¥U>γ.･DNow,takinga*suchthatoj∈yi,

oi-(tU∈T¥U>Wj})

whereTF;-∩tV∈Tl¥V>aj).Soアi⊃Wi9thatis
'pyi>WJ9hence,9j>丁,whence
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&j<¥r. So, in the space F(定) the minimal basic neighborhood of T contains a/, thus

h(F(K) ) is a dense subspace in F(K).

For (3), if xz¥K¥-¥Kl暮　there is a unique simplex 0%ォ∈ K containing %. Then

h(¢(x)) - h(cri) - di

While, there is a unique simplex (WcrJ- &K))∈Kァcontaining x. Then

hlx)∈(Us,) - %*i))⊂ |W2L)| ⊂ ¥Ki¥.
So that

flMx)) - ｣(&i) - 5i.

Therefore

fioj) - ^oAl.
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